FUTURE ADVENTURES...
Autumn 2012
Twelfth Night at Hyde Street Pier
After a few years with the ancients, We Players returns to our beloved bard with
a production of 12th Night at San Francisco Maritime National Historical
Park this fall. The performance will use many areas of the park, most notably
including: action outdoors along Hyde Street Pier; parts of the Balclutha;
extensive use of the Eureka; as well as the Maritime Museum Building and
amphitheatre at Aquatic Park. Performances will run throughout September and
tickets will be available starting August 1st.

Spring 2013
Macbeth at Fort Point
WE are eager to remount our production of the Scottish play in this most fitting
fortress beneath the Golden Gate Bridge. Multiple pathways wind through
the dark stone corridors, narrow passageways, expansive brick casemates, and
inner chambers of the fort. On the parade ground, in the direct onslaught of the
billowing fog and relentless wind, the witches work their charms. We rush to
the roof for the final battle – the bridge soars overhead, the city skyline flickers,
glimpses of sunset peak through the fog, the moon hangs low in the sky. A full
sensory immersion into Macbeth’s Scotland as it collides with Civil War era and
modern day San Francisco.

Summer 2013
Myths of the Mariner and the Muse at Aquatic Park
Performing in parallel with the 34th America’s Cup sailing races, We Players
partners with the San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park to create a
NEW site specific performance project at San Francisco’s Aquatic Park and Hyde
Street Pier. The performance events, inspired by The Odyssey and informed
by local history and culture, will continue We Players’ multi-year exploration
of the themes of journeying and the quest for the hero within. The script, and
sound and movement scores will be infused by research, interpretation, and
performance participation from Park employees, volunteers, and special guests,
in addition to We Players cast and crew. As an integral part of developing this
new work, we will host a series of public staged readings throughout the second
half of 2012. We invite all to join us learning from each other through the
practice of sharing stories.
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Visit www.weplayers.org for the latest details!

Our Stage
Angel Island is something of a foreign land in the midst of busy daily lives for most Bay Area
residents. Situated at the center of a dense urban environment, the quiet hills of Angel Island
hold mysteries for its visitors to discover and explore while appreciating spectacular views. There
are strong themes of comings and goings, exploration, war, and relating to visitors, throughout
this island’s history. She served as a way station on many heroes’ journeys.
Three thousand years ago the island was a fishing and hunting site for Coastal Miwok Indians,
who reached the island in boats made from tule reeds. Miwok Indians established camps at
what we know today as Ayala Cove, Camp Reynolds, Fort McDowell, and the Immigration
Station. The Indians using the island were expert at fishing, and also hunted deer, seals, sea
lions, and sea otter.
In August 1775, Lt. Juan Manuel de Ayala from Spain brought his sailing ship into San
Francisco Bay, and anchored in what is now known as Ayala Cove. His mission developed an
accurate description of the bay that future Spanish ship captains could rely on- the first maps
ever made of the magnificent and now world-famous harbor. Ayala christened the island “Isla
de Los Angeles”.
In 1892, a Quarantine Station was opened at Ayala Cove, where ships from foreign ports could
be fumigated, and immigrants suspected of carrying diseases could be kept in isolation. With
concern mounting over threats to the Bay Area from Confederate sympathizers and foreign naval
forces, the federal government established Camp Reynolds (West Garrison) on Angel Island in
1863. U.S. Army presence on the island increased significantly in 1899, when a quarantine
station was built at Fort McDowell on the eastern end of the island. This new facility made it
possible to isolate troops who had been exposed to contagious diseases while serving overseas.
In 1905, construction of an Immigration Station began in the area then known as North
Garrison. Surrounded by public controversy from its inception, the station was finally put into
partial operation in 1910. It was designed to process pacific immigrants including Chinese,
whose entry was restricted by the Chinese Exclusion Law of 1882. When it opened in 1910,
the new detention facility on Angel Island was considered ideal because of its isolation. Some
detainees expressed their feelings in poetry carved into the wooden walls of the detention center.
Many of the poems that were carved into the walls of the center are still legible today.
In 1910 and 1911, Fort McDowell was expand into a major facility for receiving recruits and
processing military personnel for overseas assignment. In 1917, following the U.S. declaration
of war on Germany, the facilities at Fort McDowell were put to heavy use. Even the area next to
the Immigration Station North Garrison was pressed into service as a prison for “enemy aliens”
(most of them German citizens), who had been arrested on board ships in West Coast harbors.
Between 1918 and 1946, Angel Island was used as a debarkation and discharge point for troops
returning from the war. Personnel processing dropped markedly after WWII and in 1946, the
army decided to close down Fort McDowell, and declare the entire island surplus property.
The movement to make the island into a public park got underway in 1947 and 1948.
Meanwhile, the US Army had selected the island as a site for a Nike missile launching facility
and radar control station. In 1962 the Nike missile base on the south side of the island was
deactivated, and the army once again left the island. In December of that year, the entire island
was turned over to the State of California for park purposes.
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Managing Director Lauren Dietrich Chavez is developing a 4-part education
adventure series, exploring Angel Island history and ecology, while reflecting on
The Odyssey, and researching and discussing current social issues related to our
project themes. The series consists of monthly 2-day, 1-night intensives, JuneSeptember 2012. The program targets high-school age youth and is limited
to 40 participants. We begin with a sail to Angel Island on historic scow
schooner Alma on Friday, June 15th, an overnight in Angel Island’s historic
Civil War-era Quartermaster Building, and group attendance to The Odyssey
on Angel Island State Park on June 16th. Other weekend programs include:
nature connection and awareness expansion activities; invasive plant removal
and oak tree restoration; research and artistic exploration of youth perspectives
on immigration and war; and theatre exercises using the text of The Odyssey
and other thematically-related works.
We Players will also present community discussion forums where Angel Island
experts and local educators and activists will share presentations in advance of
facilitated discussions and artistic activities addressing Immigration/ the hero’s
journey/ treatment of visitors and land stewardship/ relationship to home/ the
meaning of homecoming.
We Players, Angel Island State Park, and the Angel Island Conservancy, will
partner with California College of the Arts in autumn 2012, to present a
graduate course that will be co-taught by Bay Area artists Aaron Gach and
Patrick Gillespie.
Using Angel Island as both a physical and theoretical site of investigation, this
seminar will explore “island-ness” in relation to historical narratives, works of
fiction, current politics, and contemporary artworks. Students will be granted
unique access to Angel Island for conducting their own research and site
investigations in order to produce site-specific projects on the island by the end
of the semester. Additionally, seminar discussions will engage a range of island
discourses through readings, screenings, and presentations by community
members and guest artists.

Learn more and get involved at www.weplayers.org
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We Players
PROGRAMS ON ANGEL ISLAND IN 2012
Our 2012 project on Angel Island State Park includes visual art, youth education,
and community outreach components, in addition to this traveling theatrical
production of The Odyssey.
This spring, We Players visual arts director, Patrick Gillespie, invited nine Bay Area
artists to explore Angel Island’s history, architecture, and landscape, and compose
the island’s historic narratives into contemporary modes of visual art. Artists were
selected for their diverse mediums and approaches to art making that include
painting, printmaking, paper-making, sculpture, and video. The combination of
ideas and mediums: bring the collective experience of the island to bear; reveal how
a contemporary public commodifies historic space; examines the narrative position
of the human in relationship to nature; and comments on current trending of the
past through re-imagined utilitarian and ritual practices.

We Players
We Players presents performance events that transform public spaces into
realms of participatory theater. We bring communities together, reclaiming
local spaces for public discourse and civic celebration through art. Extending
the transformative powers of performance beyond the stage, we invite our
collaborators and audience to engage fully and awaken to the spectacular world
around us.
Production History includes: The Odyssey on the historic schooner Alma,
performed while sailing on the San Francisco Bay; the Alcatraz Symposium
on Justice & Freedom, including visual art exhibitions, panel discussions, and
a new dance theatre piece for the Alcatraz Cell House; Hamlet on Alcatraz,
island-wide; Iphigenia and Other Daughters, on the Alcatraz dock landing;
Macbeth at Fort Point, the Civil War era brick fort beneath the Golden Gate
Bridge; The Tempest at the Albany Bulb, a former land ﬁll turned community
art park; House of Will, performed from windows, balconies and rooftop of a
four story house; and Jabberwocky, on the grounds of the Stanford University
Mausoleum.

Angel Island State Park

Torreya Cummings paddles her tule-style canoe across Raccoon Straits.

The mission of the California State Parks is to provide for the health,
inspiration and education of the people of California by helping to preserve
the state's extraordinary biological diversity, protecting its most valued natural
and cultural resources, and creating opportunities for high-quality outdoor
recreation.

“How We Leave and Return: Intersections of Art and History”

Angel Island Conservancy

The Artists
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James Bradley
Lauren Dietrich Chavez
Torreya Cummings
Julia Goodman
Matt Gordon
Justin Hurty
Brandon Walls Olsen
Imin Yeh & Jesus Iñiguez

The exhibit is free to all park visitors and will
be on display in the Visitor Center during
regular park hours through July 1, 2012.

Angel Island Conservancy works in partnership with Angel Island State Park
to raise funds and develop programs for a local treasure that has something
for everyone. We do this with our community, for our community. Whether
we’re offering a scholarship program, funding visits for underserved students
or implementing a master plan to revitalize the whole island, we want your
help as we transform Angel Island from a local secret to one of the Bay Area’s
must-see destinations.
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The REsidency
In a historic partnership with the California State Parks and the Angel Island
Conservancy, We Players brings our unique site-speciﬁc, interactive artistic
practice to the largest island in San Francisco Bay, throughout 2012.
In all our work, We Players strives to collaborate with our partner organizations
and other local groups and artists working with shared themes. We aim to
catalyze conversation amongst the various communities involved in a given
space, and bring thematically relevant conversations to the project site in a
way that offers new perspective on both. Site-specific staging of a classic story
draws out the timeless themes of a historic project site, and our non-theatrical
events help the local community to further engage with these themes in a
contemporary context.
We Players facilitates an intimate experience of Angel Island and its diverse
histories through our island-wide, interactive performance adventure of The
Odyssey on Angel Island State Park. Carefully crafted staging, interactive
installations, and diverse pathways through the space will make this performance
a provocative and truly memorable experience.
In addition to this keystone theatrical production, We Players is offering a
series of education programs, community discussion forums, and visual art
exhibits on Angel Island State Park, further exploring the residency themes of
journeying, war, heroes, and homecoming. We are currently presenting: “How
We Leave and Return: Intersections of Art and History,” a visual art exhibit
curated by Patrick Gillespie, and installed at the Visitor Center at Ayala Cove.
Managing Director Lauren Chavez is leading a 4 part education series this
summer, and is also developing several community discussion forums. And
Aaron Gach and Patrick Gillespie will co-teach a graduate seminar - focused
on Angel Island and culminating in new site-specific artworks, through the
California College of the Arts this fall.
Artistic activity stimulates a range of sensibilities, from sensory and physical
awareness to the intellect and emotions, thereby expanding one’s powers of
perception. Engagement with art is a process of self-exploration, alteration and
expression. WE are honored to work on such a beautiful island, with such
innovative and supportive partner organizations.
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First Mate $500 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing, limited edition We Players shirt,
invitation to dress rehearsal (for two guests), one complimentary ticket to the performance
of your choice OR to winter dinner theatre

Vicki Bell
Sky Bintliff
The John and Nancy Cassidy Foundation, an advised fund of the
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Melinda Haag
Tracy & Brian Haughton
Rainbow Grocery Cooperative
Fred & Kathleen Taylor
Anonymous

Heart Strong Crew $250 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing, limited edition We Players shirt

Amy Brees
Doug & Gail Dolton
Julian S. Eldridge
Abby Sue Fisher
Marcheile Chow King D.D.S.

The Sailmaker $150 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing

Ayla Agarwal
Amit Bhalla
Angad Bhalla
April Durrett
Come Lague & Charlene Li
Alex Metzger
Harriet Moss
Karen Musalo
Suzanne Oberlin
Lyne Plamondon
Noemi Margaret Robinson
Colin Ritter & Jillian Gerner Sheppard
Linda L. Sullivan
Arden Thomas
Bobby Winston
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WE PLAYERS

From the Desk of...

THANKS OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS

Angel Island State Park

The Wind in our Sails $10,000 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing, limited edition We Players shirt,
invitation to dress rehearsal (for two guests), four complimentary tickets to the performance
of your choice OR to winter dinner theatre, Lunch for four (Odyssey only), invitation for
four to reception with performers, private site visit with director, private post-performance
reception with director and select performers (for you and your guests)

The Wallace Alexander Gerbode Foundation
Peter & Lindsay Joost
Anonymous

Captain of the Ship $5,000 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing, limited edition We Players shirt,
invitation to dress rehearsal (for two guests), four complimentary tickets to the performance
of your choice OR to winter dinner theatre, Lunch for four (Odyssey only), invitation for
four to reception with performers, private site visit with director, private post-performance
reception with director and select performers (for you and your guests)

The Pacific Yoga Institute

The Hero $2,500 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing, limited edition We Players shirt,
invitation to dress rehearsal (for two guests), two complimentary tickets to the performance
of your choice OR to winter dinner theatre, Lunch for two (Odyssey only), invitation for
two to reception with performers, private site visit with director
Richard & Victoria Zitrin

Sirens $1,000 +

acknowledged in program, access to early ticketing, limited edition We Players shirt,
invitation to dress rehearsal (for two guests), two complimentary tickets to the performance
of your choice OR to winter dinner theatre, Lunch for two (Odyssey only)
W. Blake & Chandra Baird
Thomas Durst
The Strauss Hawkins Fund, an advised fund of the
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Richard & Sandra Holden
Craig Kenkel
Wm. Thomas Lockard & Alix Marduel
Anonymous

Amy Brees, Superintendent
Gail Dolton, Angel Island Conservancy Board President

Angel Island State Park is the largest island in the San Francisco Bay, and is
a hidden gem to those who frequent her shores. Together, it is a mission of
the Angel Island Conservancy and Angel Island State Park to raise the park’s
profile, and make the island a must-see Bay Area destination. We do this in
part by facilitating programs for engaging the public in new and innovative
ways.
Angel Island has many stories to tell. The hero’s journey is one that weaves
its way through many parts of the island’s history. Whether a Miwok Indian
on a short trip to his fishing grounds, or a soldier being processed on his way
back from World War II; whether an explorer searching for new lands, or an
immigrant traveling with great hopes for her new country; many parallels can
be understood between Odysseus’ journey and the outlines of Angel Island’s
past.
Roaming as a modern visitor in the footsteps of Odysseus, and seeing the many
historic sites transformed into ancient playgrounds, we hope to engage our
longstanding friends and inspire a whole new audience to discover this State
Park treasure in our own back yard, and to bring everyone back many times for
renewal and recreation on this hidden gem in the bay.

		

			Explore!
				Engage!
					Enjoy!
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From the Desk of...
We Players
Ava Roy, founding Artistic Director
Lauren Dietrich Chavez, Managing Director

We players are wanderers, traveling through time and space in search
of story, in search of the threads that connect us to the past, to those
ancestors who have walked before us - uncovering gods and monsters of
the psyche and the soul along the way.
As performance artists we are forever questing; the process of creating
our art is one of exploration and camaraderie, of self-study and discovery.
We are reaching for something alive and vital and present, and when we
touch this immediacy through our physical investigation of landscape
and story, we then touch something ancient. These are precious moments
of connection, linking us to the great stream of bards, poets, and the
great storytellers of oral tradition. Throughout the ages, humans have
been gathering together, telling stories around hearth ﬁres. What are we
in search of? Perhaps we crave explanation for our existence, perhaps we
seek deep human truths – and we feel in our bones that such mysteries are
buried in our stories. We create myths to help us understand ourselves,
we paint colorful pictures of many gods and wild creatures to hold as
‘twere a mirror up to nature, helping us to see our own reﬂection in these
images. What will we discover next, we wonder?
With this sense of wonder alive and buzzing, We Players has taken our
own adventure of twists and turns, exploring Homer’s epic, while rooted
in exploration of and appreciation for the landscape and history of Angel
Island. We hope this performance journey awakens your own desire for
seeking your truth, discovering your hero, and building a relationship
with this beautiful place.

Off we go!
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This performance is supported by the
CounterPULSE Fiscal Sponsorship program.
CounterPULSE provides support and low
cost resources for emerging artists, serving as
an incubator space to create socially relevant,
diverse, community-based art in San Francisco.
CounterPULSE works towards a world that celebrates a diversity of race, class,
ability, gender identity & sexual orientation. CounterPULSE funders include
San Francisco Arts Commission, San Francisco Grants for the Arts, San Francisco
Foundation, Fleishhacker Foundation, Zellerbach Family Foundation, and
National Endowment for the Arts.

WE PLAYERS IS BECOMING A NON-PROFIT!
In 2011, We Players incorporated in the state of California. Our paperwork
has been submitted to the IRS, and we anticipate affirmation of our non-profit
501(c)3 status any day now. Upon receipt of our tax determination letter, all
donations made after 8/10/2011 will be considered tax deductible.

Our Board of Directors:
Andy Popell, President
Kathleen Taylor, Vice President
Drew Baglino, Treasurer
Lauren Chavez, Secretary
Ava Roy
Join our community and support We Players in providing accessible art and
stimulating meaningful conversation in historically significant and spectacularly
beautiful public spaces. Please mail checks to We Players, 4530 Balboa St., San
Francisco, CA 94121.
Financial donations are always welcome and appreciated. You may also support
WE by donating skills and supplies. We Players is presently seeking assistance in
web design, videography and ﬁlm editing. And we are always grateful for in-kind
donations of ofﬁce supplies and food, or folks willing to volunteer.
Please visit the pages under the support menu at www.weplayers.org.
Contact development@weplayers.org to discuss a gift or
we@weplayers.org to get involved.
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Along with the narrative of The Odyssey, the physical space of our island stage
also greatly informs the score, the instrumentation, and the orchestration.
Sweeping outdoor vistas lend themselves to the use of brass instruments that
project across long distances, while the interiors of old buildings lend themselves
to more spare scoring, or the blending of voices with minimal accompaniment.
May the music carry you to the distant lands of this island odyssey.

Director's Notes
The Odyssey: a rough and tumble overview of Homer’s epic
The poem exists in several distinct parts – the path of Telemachus, his search
for his father (Odysseus) and his journey into manhood; the long suffering of
the great Odysseus, forever in transit; and his ultimate return, retribution and
reconcilement at home in Ithaka. Throughout, various gods wander through
the story, interjecting with antagonistic force (Poseidon) or protective guidance
(Athena). The story, as told to us by Homer, does not unfold in a linear manner
– we meet Odysseus ten years after his departure from Troy, on the island
of Oggyia, Calypso’s island. At this point, the nymph has kept Odysseus as
her mate for seven years, until Hermes is sent by Zeus (thanks to Athena’s
intervention) to tell Calypso to free the man. Odysseus promptly builds a
raft and sets off, but Poseidon is still raging on behalf of his son Polyphemus,
the Cyclops who lost his great eye to Odysseus’ cunning scheme. Thus the
“Earthshaker”, god of the sea, sets yet another storm upon Odysseus, but this
time he’s wrecked on the island of Scheria where the Pheacians live, renowned
sailors who serve at last at the fated key to Odysseus’ safe passage home. Yet not
before Odysseus spends a full year in their company, acquiring guest-gifts and
regaling the people with his adventures leading up to his arrival on their island.
Thus, we gather the famous stories of the Cyclops, the king of the wind, the
lotus-eaters, the man-eating giant Laestrygones, the goddess Circe, the Sirens,
and many other perils of land and sea – direct from Odysseus’ mouth. Which
could mean they are undiluted, straight from the source, or that Odysseus,
known for his remarkable shape-shifting abilities, ‘the man of twists and turns’,
might embellish the tale - enhancing his own glory, as the muse inspires him in
the moment. This brings us through book twelve of twenty-four. Whoosh. The
remaining twelve books carry us through Odysseus’ return home to Ithaka,
now twenty full years since his original departure for Troy. His troubles are
not yet ended, as he must ﬁght to regain his domain by clearing his house of
the 108 suitors camped out there, who eat his livestock and glut themselves on
his wine as they court his lady. Odysseus reveals himself to his son Telemachus
and together, with the aid of a faithful swineherd and loyal maidservant, they
destroy the suitors and Odysseus is reunited with his wife, the long-enduring
Penelope.

thanks the following people and
organizations for their tremendous support.
2012 Artistic and Organizational Collaborators:
7th Heaven Yoga Studio
Angel Island Company
Angel Island - Tiburon Ferry
Blue & Gold Fleet
Paul Plotkin: Herb’n Palate
Mark Kitaoka & Tracy Martin Photography
In-kind donations by:
Bariani Olive Oil, Bi-Rite Market, Cipponeri Farms,
Far West Fungi, Field of Greens, The Fruit Tree, Hodo Soy,
Jini Reynolds, Mad River Brewing Company, Marin Sun Farms,
Panorama Bakery, Trader Joe’s, Trouble Coffee Company,
Simple Pleasures Coffee Roasting Company,
Whole Foods Market

Program layout and design by Brett Botbyl
Cover letterpress printed by James Tucker of The Aesthetic Union
www.theaestheticunion.com
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Developing this Odyssey
In the summer/fall of 2011 We Players produced a three hour sailing production
of The Odyssey aboard the historic scow schooner Alma. This was a rich and
rewarding way to begin developing this massive poem for performance. On
the boat, we approached our story-telling as sailors, homeward bound from
difﬁcult travels at sea and who pass the time on long passages by recounting
tales of the ancient heroes - that is, of the great Odysseus and his adventures.
On Angel Island, it has been our goal to create distinct and vivid worlds for
each of the episodes we
are bringing to life.
We strive to create
multi-dimensional and
textured worlds that
audience members are
literally immersed in
and invited to make
their own choices about
how they participate.
With this site-speciﬁc
style of performance, we
have the opportunity to
work with the existing
structures
located
on-site and with the
natural features of the
environment. The wind,
the towering eucalyptus
trees, the sandy beach,
the decaying military
structures all become
demanding
scene
partners as we strive to
integrate our work into
the landscape so that it
seems to emerge from
the space. These worlds
Cyclops' eye on sail, by Jared Guntekunst. Hoisted for our scene should all look, feel,
on historic scow schooner Alma.
sound, smell and taste
different - we aim to engage our audiences in a full sensory way, inviting them
to feel the wind on their skin, dance with actors on the grassy ﬁelds, notice the
scent of eucalyptus in the air, taste Circe’s banquet, be soothed by song and
cooling water, to bristle as the musical Cerberus stares us down at the threshold
to the Underworld.
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Music Director's Notes
Most scores have some degree of thematic consistency, a certain economy
of musical ideas that are transformed from scene to scene, or song to song,
but nevertheless related in any number of ways - melodically, harmonically,
rhythmically, etc. - often all of these at once. I often work this way; it can be both
musically satisfying as well as practical. It was evident early on in the process
that this Odyssey would require a somewhat different approach, and that each
world we visit along Odysseus’ journey would require a completely different
atmosphere. And so, at least initially, I tossed out the idea of connecting the
music from scene to scene and went about approaching each world as a separate
compositional project.
The inspiration for each sonic world is derived from a myriad of sources.
Initially I set out with the concept of extrapolating Odysseus’ journey through
the Mediterranean to the world at large, as though each land we visit along the
way could be identifed with a different musical tradition. Ithaca has a somewhat
Balkan/Mediterranean musical feel, but from there our proximity to the land
of Homer veers off course. The land of Aiolia features a Cuban Danzon, music
that has its origins in colonial Cuba and was a hugely popular dance music on
the island until it gave way to styles like the Mambo and the Cha-cha-cha. The
songs sung in the chapel are arrangements of old American folk songs (a nod to
another recent adaptation of Homer’s epic), and Calypso’s beach party evokes
the sounds of the jazz age of the 1920’s and 30’s. But what music tradition
could stand in for our journey to the underworld, or the council of the gods on
Olympos, places that take us out of a more earthly realm? For the underworld
I found inspiration in Greece - both modern and ancient, specifically Iannis
Xenakis’ setting of the Medea myth, which shares similar instrumentation and
sonic textures with our House of the Dead.
With a background primarily in jazz, latin, and classical music, I tend to draw
inspiration from those sources, and to look for musicians fluent in these styles
as well, who are able to interpret a score and improvise with equal fluency. My
writing is influenced by the ensemble with whom I work. Several musicians
and actors brought their own voices into the mix through collaboration on the
songs. Ryan Beebe and Josh Cook were instrumental in composing the songs
for their character, Phemius, our wandering bard. Caroline Parsons and Libby
Kelly likewise brought their own musical and lyrical language to the songs of
Calypso and Penelope, respectively.
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Josh Tower (bass), originally from Massachusetts, moved to the bay area in 2009
after obtaining a graduate degree in Jazz performance from the University of Oregon.
Currently Josh is the Director of Instrumental Music at the Head-Royce School in
Oakland where he teaches jazz band, orchestra, beginning bands and AP music theory.
Josh also freelances as a jazz and classical bassist in the bay area, and was a member of
the WE Players production of Hamlet on Alcatraz.
Rob Woodcock (bass) was born in NYC and grew up on Long Island. He received
his Bachelor’s Degree Bass Performance from Queens College in 2001. While there he
studied with NY Philharmonic legend Homer Mensch and groundbreaking bassist/
composer Mark Dresser. Rob relocated to SF in 2004. He received a Master’s Degree
in Bass Performance from the SF Conservatory in 2006. While there he studied with
Stephen Tramontozzi and Shinji Eshima. Rob has been active in the Bay Area music
scene ever since. He served as Principal Bassist of the Silicon Valley Symphony from
2006-2010 and is currently the Principal Bassist of the SF Civic Symphony. He began
collaborating with WE Players during their 2010 production of Hamlet on Alcatraz
Island. He plays in local ensembles such as Impromptu SF, Ensemble Miknawooj and
Woodcock/Gurke Duo.

Rehearsal at Calypso’s grotto.
A gorgeous spring day at
the beach.
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To provide us with an anchor and a starting point, I built a script based on a
variety of translations and auxiliary text sources, though much of the work has
grown out of improvisation and exploration of the space. I remain indebted to
this heart-strong cast for their tremendous contributions to the shape and tone
of our story-telling through their active listening, questioning and collaborative
efforts. Together we have shaped these worlds by listening to the space and by
remaining curious about the island’s history and ever-changing environment.
Director Ava Roy
taking notes on an
early scouting mission.

I am honored to work with such an incredible group of performers and
skilled production team members. When auditioning and interviewing I
am searching not only for talented performers, but also for people who are
adaptable, responsive, sensitive and communicative. These shows are extremely
demanding - our 742 acre stage has us running up and down hills, traversing
wooded trails (while avoiding the copious poison oak), having our voices
sucked away by the wind and voluminous performances spaces, and executing
choreography on all sorts of uneven terrain and rough surfaces. We’re subjected
to the elements and the whims of the weather - and prolonged exposure to the
wind and the sun can really exhaust the body and mind. I need ensemble
members who are dedicated to self-care and who simultaneously share a strong
community spirit and will support each other through these unique challenges.
We began our rehearsal process when the late rains of winter poured down
on us in early spring, and these resilient and dedicated heroes simply donned
their rain gear and persisted in the work. I am supremely grateful to all of
the dedicated artists who have trusted me enough to jump on this ship and
together ply the oars as we navigate our way through the wine-dark sea full
of stories, in search of what truths we might discover about the great ancient
heroes and the hero’s strength within ourselves.
9

The Missing Man
Who is Odysseus? What does your hero look like?
Our adaptation is structured around Telemachus’ search for his hero father;
since Telemachus has never known Odysseus, we choose to keep him a surprise
for the audience as well. The concept of the hero is central to our adaptation.
We explore our expectations for Odysseus as a hero, and ask if or how he
measures up to those expectations. We travel in Odysseus’ footsteps, moving
in his wake and gathering information about him and his whereabouts, as we
chart our own course through the performance. We intentionally complicate
the picture of the archetypal hero and investigate variations on this concept.
We do not ignore that war, trauma, and sustained struggles change a person.
We want to know more about Penelope and understand what she is truly
waiting for. We want to know about Telemachus’ journey to manhood - how
will his trials shape him? Can he emerge from his father’s shadow and become
his own man? What might the next books of his hero’s journey contain? We
believe in the power of the human spirit to endure and rise from ashes, while
we acknowledge the crushing weight of war and violence. We know every story
changes based on who is telling it - and a story that survives for thousands
of years and countless iterations is densely packed with seemingly inﬁnite
possibilities. Enjoy your odyssey.

Julie Douglas as
Athena, Odysseus’s
patron goddess.
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Teddy Raven (saxophone, ﬂute) Like Odysseus, Teddy’s sense of adventure has led
him on a musical journey the world over. As a saxophonist, he has toured Europe
twice with the international composer’s collective “Sound Circus,” and performed
at national and International jazz festivals such as New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
festival and the Montreaux Jazz Festival in Switzerland, respectively. As an alumnus
of USC’s Thornton School of Music in Los Angeles, Teddy attended college on a
music scholarship and studied saxophone with Bob Mintzer and Bob Sheppard, and
classical composition with Erica Muhl. Since graduating in May 2010, Teddy has
self-produced two albums that showcase his original compositions inﬂuenced by
everything from jazz to Balkan, classical to RnB, and contributed original songs and
horn arrangements to over a dozen albums. Since Moving to the Bay Area in March
of 2011, Teddy plunged into the vibrant music scene performing with Kora master
Karamo Susso from Gambia, the 60’s girl group sensation The Bitter Honeys, and as a
key member of the Jazz Maﬁa. In March of 2012, Teddy was announced as a recipient
of the prestigious Fulbright Fellowship, and will move to Bulgaria in the fall to study
folk music for ten months.

Many layers in the underworld
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Joshua Cook (Phemius; guitar, vocals) is an internationally recognized songwriter,
producer, and performer, both as solo artist and as guitarist for San Francisco-based
rock band The Soft White Sixties. While producing several self-penned albums and
touring the USA, Europe and Japan, Joshua also contributed cinematic foley and
voice-over to local independent features; produced national commercial radio ad
jingles; delivered singing telegrams; and co-produced recording sessions featuring
former members of The Rolling Stones, The Who, It’s a Beautiful Day, and Jefferson
Starship. He then joined The Soft White Sixties, with whom he continues to record
and tour. Last spring he joined “the Celestial Orchestra” for Dark Porch Theater’s
production of Eleanor, and periodically teaches a course on The Beatles at his alma
mater, Sonoma State University. He has been featured in Guitar Player, Wired, and
GQ magazines, while the ‘Sixties have been written up in the Chronicle, Examiner,
Guardian, and Express; performed live on NBC television; and have been rebroadcast
in Asian markets. Joshua currently resides in Oakland, where he is recording a new
solo album and preparing for a summer tour with the ‘Sixties’.
Nick Fishman (percussion) An East Bay native, Nick had a strong desire for music
(particularly drums) from a young age. Realizing this, his parents got him started with
piano and drum lessons and Nick started playing in his school band. By middle school/
high school age, Nick’s life was completely immersed in music playing in the schools
jazz, marching, symphonic, percussion ensemble along with state wide honor bands
and private lessons. After high school Nick began playing in the Cal State Hayward
jazz bands and started to work full time professionally. Since then he’s been found
playing everything from little jazz gigs to big production broadway musicals to sold
out rock clubs to headlining some of the biggest festivals across the globe. The last four
years Nick has been performing/recording with powerhouse blues/soul singer John
Nemeth, which has kept him on tour in the U.S., Europe and Canada nearly 200 days
a year. Ready for a change of pace, he’s recently decided to stay local, teach lessons and
get some projects started. Nick’s continuously dedicated to the further development
of his skill and is excited to be able to share his talents with the like minded artists and
individuals in We Player’s production of The Odyssey.
Henry Hung (trumpet, trombone) is a multi-instrumentalist, arranger, composer,
and educator. He has toured internationally and throughout the US and his diverse
abilities has allowed him to perform with musical groups that span the music spectrum,
most notably Stanley Clarke, Jimmy Cobb, La India, Quijerema, Blackalicious, and
major recording artists TV on the Radio. Henry has composed and arranged music for
the documentary Lids, the short ﬁlms, Look Both Ways, Seduction, Pick Me Up, and has
recorded on over 50 recordings. Henry is also an active teacher in the San Francisco
Bay Area and currently teaches at Berkeley City College, the San Francisco School of
the Arts, the Waldorf School in San Francisco, the Piedmont Uniﬁed School District,
and the Head Royce School in Oakland. www.henryhungmusic.com
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The Odyssey
on Angel Island State Park
Inspired by Homer’s epic poem
Conceived and Directed by Ava Roy
ENSEMBLE
Julie Douglas....................................................Athena, Circe, Ensemble
Joan Howard.....................................................Amphiminous, Ensemble
Nathaniel Justiniano.......................Melanthius, Aeolus, Zeus, Ensemble
Libby Kelly.......................................................................Penelope, Siren
Freida de Lackner.....................................................................Ensemble
Maria Leigh...............................................................................Ensemble
Rebecca Longworth........................Eurycleia, Hera, Anticleia, Ensemble
Michael Moerman..........................................................Mentor, Tiresias
Caroline Parsons........................................................Calypso, Ensemble
Claire Slattery.......................................Antinous, Eurylochus, Ensemble
Ross Travis.............................................Eurymachus, Hermes, Ensemble
James Udom...........................................................................Telemachus

MUSICIANS
Ryan Beebe...........................................................Phemius; guitar, vocals
Danielle Bricker....................................................................violin, harp
Danny Cao..................................................................................trumpet
Joshua Cook.........................................................Phemius; guitar, vocals
Nick Fishman..........................................................................percussion
Adam Gay.........................................................................................bass
Henry Hung..............................................................trumpet, trombone
Teddy Raven...................................................................saxophone, ﬂute
Josh Tower.........................................................................................bass
Rob Woodcock..................................................................................bass

PRODUCTION
Ava Roy.......................................................................Director, Producer
Lauren Dietrich Chavez.............................Managing Director, Producer
Hannah Gaff............................................................Production Assistant
Charlie Gurke..................................................................Music Director*
David Mairs........................................................................Site Manager
Lauren Matley.................................................................House Manager
Mariangel Roca...........................................................Costume Designer
Joan Scout...............................................................Production Manager
Bailey Smith...............................................................Technical Director
Ruth Tringham........................................................Production Assistant
Eileen Tull.........................................................................Stage Manager
* Original score by Charlie Gurke. Original songs by Ryan Beebe, Josh Cook,
Caroline Parsons, Libby Kelly, and Charlie Gurke
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Photography by Mark Kitaoka and Tracy Martin
The following volunteers have stepped into major supportive roles for the run of
the performance. Nik Dmoski, Barry Eitel, Adam Gay, Monica Herbert, Megan
Hillard, Veronica Roca, and Brian Smick - the show would not flow without
you. Many thanks for your willingness!
Endless thanks to Angel Island State Park Superintendent Amy Brees and
Interpreter Casey Dexter-Lee, for your support and collaboration. Additional
thanks to those with whom we often rub shoulders – Gary Cogburn, Ben Fenkell,
Rick Hastie, Gerald O’Reilly, and Mike Sherman, and to all the fantastic park
staff for facilitating this journey.
Thanks to Gail Dolton, Jacquie Klose, and all at the Angel Island Conservancy.
Thanks to Dean Gurke, Joan & Lauren Scout, and Gary & Mary Jo Cogburn
for extended use of their trucks. You have enabled us to transport everyone and
everything across the island throughout this process!
Special thanks to Kim Adams, Jennifer Bresee, Eric Drake, Dean Gurke, Todd
Grady, Maram Gross, Carolyn Horgan, Andrew Karcie, Megan Lush, Maggie
McDonough, Dave Mihaly, Paige Phinney, Lon Ramlan, Kathryn Smith, Dee
Wagner, E. Dillon Westbrook, Charlotte Wheeler, and Bobby Winston.
And gratitude to all our volunteers! WE LOVE YOU!
The script has been developed by director Ava Roy. Ava is deeply grateful to
the many translators of The Odyssey, in particular those translations by Robert
Fitzgerald and Robert Fagles. These translations have provided tremendous
inspiration and guidance. Other sources of inspiration include: Nikos
Kazantzakis’ “The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel”; Simon Armitage’s “The Odyssey:
A Dramatic Retelling of Homer’s Epic”; Jonathan Shay’s “Odysseus in America”;
and Derek Walcott’s “The Odyssey: A Stage Version”. In addition, the script
has been significantly shaped by the collective genius of this dedicated group of
performers.
From THE ODYSSEY by Homer, translated by Robert Fagles. Copyright ©
1996 by Robert Fagles. (Viking Penguin, 1996) Used through arrangement
with Georges Borchardt, Inc. on behalf of the Estate of Robert Fagles. All rights
reserved.
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Musicians
Ryan Beebe (Phemius; guitar, vocals) has been involved in music and theater in this
town for a while now. His brass soul band, the Gomorrans, recently returned from a
tour of the tropics. They were honored to be voted Best of the Bay by the SF Weekly.
Ryan writes, directs, and produces for the group. Among his past theatrical works,
Ryan has composed and directed music for Dark Porch Theatre’s The In-Betweens and
Eleanor. Eleanor was recently awarded Best Original Script by the Bay Area Theatre
Critics Circle. His music was described as a “catchy” “eclectic” “haunting score” by the
local press. His one-act play Something Warm was produced by Sleepwalkers Theater
Company and called “intelligent and playful” by the Guardian and “borderline
extraordinary” by the SF Weekly. His documentary short, Graceland Too, was featured
among the Guardian’s highlights of the SF Film Arts Festival. Ryan also founded the
Dead Hensons, the world’s most celebrated Muppet cover band. Aside from his work
with the Gomorrans, he’s currently writing, producing, and performing with a girl
harmony fronted outﬁt called The Bitter Honeys along side Charles Gurke and Teddy
Raven.
Danielle Bricker (violin, harp) is an exploring violinist and strings instructor based
out of San Francisco, CA. She credits her musical development to the support of
loving and sacriﬁcial parents, dedicated and masterful teachers, and strong public
school music programs in the Fresno Uniﬁed School District and at the University
of California at Berkeley. She had the pleasure of teaching strings for six years at the
Academy of Language and Music Arts (ALMA) and the LEAP program in Orinda,
and has performed with diverse local groups including the UC Berkeley Symphony
Orchestra, the Berkeley Collegium Musicum, Baroque And Classical Harmonies
(BACH), the Redwood Symphony, the comedic musical Goin’ Dot Com, and the
bluegrass group Understory.
Danny Cao (trumpet) is a musician/trumpeter/composer based out of San Francisco.
He can be seen/heard regularly in the bay area performing with such groups as Locura,
Manicato, Vinyl, Inspector Gadje, DU UY Quintet, My Second Surprise, Katdelic
and various others. He also works and teaches at Union Music Company, a locally
owned music store in San Francisco. Danny was very fortunate to be a part of We
Player’s production of Hamlet on Alcatraz... He had actually never been on Alcatraz
prior to the Hamlet rehearsals despite the fact that he is a San Francisco native. So it
comes as no surprise that participating in the We Players production of The Odyssey
has given him the opportunity to visit Angel Island for the ﬁrst time as well...
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Claire Slattery (Antinous,
Eurylochus, Ensemble) is
a stage and screen actor,
improvisor, singer, and allaround working artist. Claire
graduated from Stanford
University with a B.A. in
Drama and Communication
in 2009 where she was awarded
the Evelyn M. Draper Prize
for Performance. Bay Area
theater acting credits include:
Rudolph the Ugly Duckling
and other Cracked Up Holiday
Tales (Bay Area Children’s
Theatre) Hanging Georgia
(TheatreFIRST/BootStrap
Theater Foundation), A Night
Caroline Parsons as Calypso cavorts at Quarry Beach.
of Durang (Custom Made
Theatre Company), An Adult Evening of Shel Silverstein (Dragon Theatre), The Great Double Check
(9th Annual Bay One Act Festival), My Sister Eileen (Foothill College), and Troilus & Cressida
(Stanford Drama/The Public Theater NYC). Over the past six years, Claire has trained and
performed as an improvisor with the Stanford Improvisors, BATS Improv, Secret Improv Society,
Big City Improv, Leela, and The Un-Scripted Theater Company. Claire is also a founding member
of the shortform improv troupe, Robot Butler. Read more about Claire at: www.claireslattery.com.
Ross Travis (Eurymachus, Hermes, Ensemble) is an Actor/Creator, Bouffon, Clown and
Circus Performer. He is excited to be working with We Players for the third time after playing
Guildenstern and Marcellus in Hamlet on Alcatraz and Hermes, Cyklops and others in The Odyssey
on Alma. In San Francisco, Ross has worked with the New Pickle Circus, Rapid Descent Physical
Theatre Company, Sweet Can
Circus and Atmostheatre. He
recently played a few roles
including The Incurable Disease
in Taylor Mac’s epic ﬁve part
play Lily’s Revenge at the Magic
Theatre. He is a graduate of
the Professional Acrobatic
Program at the San Francisco
Circus Center as well as the
Professional Training Program
at Dell Arte International
School of Physical Theatre in
Blue Lake California. He is a
company member of Naked
Empire Bouffon Company.
Ross Travis sparkles as Hermes.
James Udom (Telemachus) This is James’ We Players debut. He was last seen in Romeo and Juliet
at Diablo Valley College where he is still currently pursuing his theatre degree. Professional credits
include Abigail dreary (Boxcar Theatre), Chicago, and Once on this Island (both with the Willows
Theatre Company). James also recently won the national Irene Ryan acting scholarship. He would
like to thank his friends and family for all the support and faith. Ah!
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Production
Lauren Dietrich Chavez (Managing Director, Producer) stumbled across the path of We
Players 1st show and has been working and playing with the company since 2001. She
is a healer, committed to developing regenerative resources, resilient communities, and
rich culture, while facilitating individual health and the expansion of awareness. Lauren
has a BA in Architecture and Urban Design, with a dance minor, and a MS in Civil and
Environmental Engineering, both from Stanford University. She has professional green
building and permaculture design credentials, and presently practices bodywork/massage
and teaches nature awareness programs, in addition to growing We Players into a thriving
non-profit arts institution. Lauren loves connecting with the gorgeous environment and
engaging the layered history and creative people of the Bay Area through We Players‘
unique process of outreach, engagement, and performance. Special thanks go to my
supportive husband Matt, my dear friend Amy, my creative partner Ava, this rocking WE
crew, the deep nature connection community, my family at St. John the Evangelist, SF,
and the inexplicable mystery that supports me in dancing my dreams through this aweinspiring landscape.
Hannah Gaff (Production Assistant) is an accomplished Actor/Creator, Clown, and
Director. She is a graduate of the Professional Training Program at Dell'Arte International
School of Physical Theatre and holds a BA in theatre and classical traditions from Grand
Valley State University. Hannah co-founded Bangarang Theatre Company, an ensemblebased physical performance company. With Bangarang, she created an acrobatic street
show performed on the pier in San Francisco. Additionally, she makes appearances as
her clown alter ego, Penelope. Hannah has recently worked with Rapid Descent Theatre
Company, Round Belly Theatre Company, and performed on the Old Vic stage in London
with Kevin Spacey’s T.S. Eliot US/UK Exchange. She has performed in roles including
Imogen in Cymbeline, Rosaline in Love’s Labour’s Lost and Jocasta in Seneca’s Oedipus. Her
directing credits include The Furies, a production that she trans-adapted from Aeschylus'
Oresteia. Detailing her work on The Furies, Hannah published a paper entitled, “Translating
Cultures: Bridging the Ancient and Modern through Trans-adaptation and Performance,”
in The Mercurian: A Theatrical Translation Review. She is a recognized Actor Combatant
with the Society of American Fight Directors. Hannah is excited to contribute her Ancient
Greek skills, creative juices, and really big muscles to We Players for this odyssey.
Charlie Gurke (Music Director) is happy to be working on his third production as We
Players’ composer and music director. A saxophonist and educator as well as a composer,
Charlie teaches jazz at Laney College in Oakland, music theory at the SF School of the
Arts, and is currently performing for thousands of San Francisco’s elementary school
students as part of the SF Symphony’s Adventures in Music program. Music has taken
Charlie on his own odyssey around the world, and you can hear him performing weekly in
venues large and small all over Northern California. Charlie received his bachelor’s degree
in Music Composition from CSU East Bay, and his master’s degree in Jazz Studies from
the University of Oregon. Charlie would like to thank all his musical collaborators on this
project. Find out more at www.gurkestra.com.
David Mairs (Site Manager) learned about We Players in 2009. A writer, artist, building
trades craftsman, and electrician, he started volunteering during their 2010 production
of Hamlet on Alcatraz, with his son Alexander. In 2011, David volunteered during We
Players’ Youth Conference on Justice & Freedom and also performed in the company’s
Cell House Dance Theatre piece, themed around our prison system, justice, incarceration
and redemption. Striving to be a better father to his five children, participating in ways
to better our communities, and taking the time to write about his experiences along that
path, led him here.
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Director Ava Roy fine tuning
Circe’s ritual preparation of
Telemachus for his visit
to the underworld
(Julie Douglas &
James Udom).

Frieda Naphsica de Lackner (Ensemble) is completely thrilled and honored to be working
with such an incredible cast and production team! This is her ﬁrst production with We Players
after being a fan for a while. She is the Program Coordinator/Director of Peace Signs at Kaiser
Permanente’s Educational Theatre Programs. She often performs for Actor’s Reading Writers
and has performed with various theatre companies around the Bay Area. Favorite roles include
Cressida in Troilus and Cressida at Shotgun Players, Jade in Persistent Vegetative State with Dog
Squared Productions, Celie in The Imaginary Cuckold at the Hangar Theatre Wedge, and Lucy
in The Curious Sofa, a ﬁlm which she adapted from the short story.
Maria Leigh (Ensemble) is a Bay Area actor and founding member of The Collaboratory, a
physical theatre lab and incubator. Her one act play, Rhea, can be seen in December 2012 at the
festival SF Olympians III: Titans vs. Olympians. She has also worked locally and internationally
with many companies, including: Cutting Ball Theatre; Rapid Descent Physical Performance
Company; Centro Estatal de las Artes in Mexicali, MX; Ragged Wing Ensemble; La Tropa;
and Thunderbird Theatre. For more information, please visit marialeigh.com.

Lauren Matley (House Manager) has been a part of the stage world since she can
remember. Being in her ﬁrst big production at age 5, she was able to fulﬁll a dream of
dancing side by side with Dorothy Gail in the production of The Wizard of OZ. She has
had the privilege of experiencing the theater from all perspectives through out her life,
whether it be performing, a stage hand, being a techi, backstage crew, or front of house;
she's done it all. After receiving her BA in Anthropology from UC Berkeley, she was able
to continue performing with CK Ladzekpo's African Dance and Drum Ensemble. Now
most currently, with We Players, Lauren has taken on the roll of House Manager. Lauren's
view of production has widened greatly as this experience proves to challenge and teacher
her new things every day.
Mariangel Roca (Costume Designer) was born in a small town in Venezuela, daughter
toSpanish parents, one a musician and the other a jewelry designer. From them she
inherited a passion for the arts and was inspired to develop her creativity. Since a young
age she was active in a variety of musical and theatrical productions in her home country.
She began by designing fanciful costumes for her son and daughter. Her passion for
connecting creatively with children and young adults led to the design of productions at
various educational institutions. Since moving to the United States, Mariangel has worked
with professional theater productions in New York, Miami, San Francisco, and Latin
America. In joining the We Players, she shares a love of discovering a place through sitespeciﬁc theater. Mariangel’s work reﬂects her methodology of intimately understanding
the storytelling aspect of the script, the dynamic of the director and actors, and the vision
and audience impact the director seeks. She creates each costume with the particular cast
member’s personality and role in mind so the costumes effectively express the characters
in the production.
Joan Scout (Production Manager) arrived in San Francisco 10 years ago after earning her
MFA in Directing/Theatre Pedagogy from Virginia Commonwealth University. Since her
arrival, She has actively pursued her theatre career in the Bay Area by designing lights and
sets for numerous theatres and companies such as The Barn Theatre in Marin, Theatre
Rhinoceros, CpinterPULSE, Eat Cake Productions, Rough Tongue Theatre, and Boxcar,
just to name a few. Joan also was the Technical Director and Production Manager for
Theatre Rhinoceros for three consecutive years and for one summer with the SF Mime
Troupe. Joan is very excited to be a part of We Players and proud to be part of this show.
It has been a wonderful adventure and truly an odyssey!
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Rebecca Longworth (Eurycleia, Hera, Anticleia, Ensemble) is delighted to be performing
again with We Players; she also appeared in Hamlet on Alcatraz and The Odyssey aboard Alma.
Rebecca is also a stage director, and designs motion graphics for live theatre, web and video.
Recent directing credits include Buried Child and A Streetcar Named Desire (Boxcar Theatre),
Lips Together Teeth Apart and ...And Baby Makes Seven (Theatre Q), Cuckoo and 4.48 Psychosis
(Jump! Theatre, for which she also designed multimedia and animations). Other recent
video designs include Sticky Time (Crowded Fire/Vanguardian) and Good Goods (upcoming).
Favorite projects are always non-traditional, like performances with We Players, designing
video elements for a multi-media performance-style wedding, and directing Harry Potter and
the Sword of Gryfﬁndor, a play commissioned by the Make-A-Wish Foundation to fullﬁl the
dream of a 7-year-old cancer survivor making her stage debut. Rebecca holds an MA in Text
& Performance Studies from King’s College / R.A.D.A., has trained with the SITI Company
and James Donlon, and is a member of the Lincoln Center Directors Lab. You can see her
non-stage work at www.trucdesigns.com.
Michael Moerman (Mentor, Tiresias) was introduced to The Odyssey as a pre-teen by Mort
Fried, day camp counselor to whom he is forever grateful. Michael has eagerly read and
been nourished since then by successive translations, adaptations, and interpretations of this
seminal work. As an actor, he has played Creon in Antigone, King Thaos in Iphegenia at Tauris,
Aegisthus in The Libation Bearers, Tereisias in The Bacchae, and Chorus in Oedipus at Colonus,
Lysistrata, and Ajax. Michael is delighted to ﬁnally be able to do it the way it should be done:
on the earth, under the sky, using all our senses to participate
in a shared ritual. His Greater Bay Area credits include Tahoe Shakespeare Festival, Center
Rep, Foothill Theatre Company, The Willows, Boxcar, San Jose Stage, Stinson Shakes, Sierra
Stage, Center for the Arts, The Pear, and Triple Shot. In Central California and San Diego,
he has worked at PCPA, La Jolla Playhouse, La Jolla Stage, Diversionary, Avo, 6th @ Penn,
Vantage, and North Coast Rep.
Caroline Parsons (Calypso, Ensemble, Assistant Choreographer,) is thrilled to be back with
We Players after performing in Hamlet on Alcatraz with them in 2010. In the Bay Area she
is a teaching artist with Glitter & Razz, and a freelance theater, dance and yoga instructor.
Her training in performance is gathered from Wellesley College, the Moscow Art Theater,
Caymichael Patten in NYC, foolsFURY, Columbia University with Anne Bogart, Alvin Ailey,
dance studios and dance ﬂoors everywhere, and her Mom, who dragged her to theater rehearsals
around the country throughout her childhood. Thank you Ava and Lauren for creating and
keeping this incredible ship aﬂoat, to the unparalleled cast and crew, and to friends, family, and
Lucas for all your support and curiosity around this work.
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After graduating with an MFA from Dell’Arte International School of Physical Theatre in
2010, Julie moved back to her native Bay Area having been gone for eleven and a half years.
During her time away, she made theatre in Chicago with The Moving Dock Theatre Company
and performing with various other companies. Since returning to the Bay, Julie has performed
with Inferno Theatre in The Iliad and in Road to Hades with Shotgun Players. She also teaches,
directs and is a hospital clown at UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital with Clown Zero. This
winter she directed a children’s version of The Odyssey with Yes Theatre. The Odyssey on Angel
Island will round out her year and a half of Greek inspired adaptations and she feels so lucky
to share this experience with such a wonderful group of folks. Love and thanks to Jamie for his
continued support.
Joan Howard (Amphiminous, Ensemble) began playing sports as a wee one and has since
translated her athleticism into physical theater as an adult. She has trained at ACT, Berkeley
Rep, The Marsh and Circus Center and is a graduate of Flying Actor Studio’s Physical Theatre
Conservatory. Joan is co-Founder of Main Street Theatre, where she regularly teaches (Circus
Boot Camp - check it out!) and performs, and she has been seen clowning around (oof ) at such
local favorites as the LEVYSalon, Barbary Coast Amusements and The Clown Cabaret. Joan is
thrilled to be a part of this Odyssey on Angel Island and would like to thank her mom, her dad,
her brothers, her Main Street family, her friends and her Favorite for all their amazing love and
support! She would also like to thank Jamie Lee Curtis and John Travolta for being Perfect.
Nathaniel Justiniano (Melanthius, Aeolus, Zeus, Ensemble) is the founder and Artistic
Director of Naked Empire Bouffon Company for which he acts, directs, teaches, and creates
hilariously satirical performances. In 2007, under the direction of Master Teacher Giovanni
Fusetti, he co-created Pax Americana, a satire of the United States history of war and EUOI!, a
bouffon experiment in ecstatic ritual. He has performed with The Thrillpeddlers in their megahit, Pearls Over Shanghai, as well as with the SF Buffoons in their productions of The Hasheesh
Eater and Spunk. In 2009 he led the creation of Naked Empire’s debut production, Shame!
and his most recent work, Cousin Cruelty’s Compulsion, was the subject of a feature column
in the San Francisco Bay Guardian. He is currently co-creating a mockery of mortality and
vulnerability called You Killed Hamlet that will premiere in September at the SF Fringe Festival.
He teaches workshops nation-wide in bouffon and serves as the Director of Physical Comedy
for the Sacramento Shakespeare Festival, teaches humor and playwriting at the Summer
Institute for the Gifted, and will be a core faculty member at the SF Clown Conservatory
this fall. He holds an MFA in Ensemble-Based Physical Theatre from Dell’Arte International
School of Physical Theatre.
Libby Kelly (Penelope, Siren) is thrilled to be making her West Coast stage debut with We
Players after performing for the past 10 years in New York City. She holds a Master’s degree in
Educational Theater from New York University and a Bachelor’s degree in Theater Arts from
Hofstra University. Libby’s comedic chops were on display in the ﬁlm Laid Off, an ofﬁcial
selection of the Cannes Independent Film Festival and winner of Best Feature Comedy in the
Garden State Film festival. She recently starred in the ﬁlm A Certain Thirst which debuts here
in San Francisco this summer. Libby has trained and performed with numerous companies
and schools including The Upright Citizens Brigade Theater, Shakespeare & Company, HB
Studios, The University of London, and Serious Play. Performing in dozens of off-Broadway
productions, some of her fondest roles are Faith in Kindertransport at The Provincetown
Playhouse, the Nurse in Romeo and Juliet at Soho Repertory Theater, Ophelia in Hamlet at
Shakespeare & Company, and as a hip hop vocalist at ARS Nova Theater. Libby is a teaching
artist for The Girls Leadership Institute and is extremely passionate about the myriad beneﬁts
theater education has on people young and old.
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Ava Roy (Director, Producer) is the founding Artistic Director of We Players (est. 2000). She
has served the company as director/producer and as a performer. She has trained primarily with
Shakespeare & Company of Massachusetts, and earned her BA from Stanford University in
a self-designed major: Ritual and Performance in Aesthetic Education, 2003. Ava is currently
plying the waters of the San Francisco bay as performance territory for her innovative,
interactive productions. As the keystone of We Players’ 3-year residency on Alctraz Island, Ava
directed an island-wide production of Shakespeare’s Hamlet (fall 2010), to public and critical
acclaim. Ava is honored to collaborate with Amy Brees, Angel Island Superintendent, and
Lauren Chavez, We Players Managing Director, in bringing this epic performance odyssey to
Angel Island. Ava’s unique style of interactive, site-speciﬁc performance aims to highlight the
historical and natural treasures of the local landscape and encourage new ways of experiencing
and appreciating these places. Her work is inspired by the entrenched themes and stories of
each site, and strives to include the communities connected to the space and affected by the
issues embedded therein. In addition to her performance work, Ava is a yoga teacher and
aspiring sailor. Thanks to Charlie, Steve, Mom, Dad and Brandon for providing a ceaseless
stream of love and support.
Bailey Smith (Set Designer & Technical Director) originally hails from San Luis Obispo, CA.
He currently lives and works in San Francisco and can be found on the rooftops of the bay
area as a solar panel installer. Bailey has been following the We Players around the bay area for
six years and is always enchanted to hear of their exploits; even more so to be playing along
with them on this beautiful project. Kazantzakis' “The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel” has been
a favorite book of his for years and he’s excited to see the complex and poignant metaphors
that run so deeply through our lives in California and the SF Bay Area landscape and history
expressed so artfully in this adaptation of the epic.
Ruth Tringham (Production Assistant) is an archaeologist who just retired as a Professor of
Anthropology at UC Berkeley, Berkeley. Currently she is the creative director and president
of the Center for Digital Archaeology (CoDA), a recently established non-proﬁt organization,
where she has worked with the SF Presidio Trust. Her research has focused on the transformation
of early agricultural (Neolithic) societies and she has directed and published archaeological
excavations in Southeast Europe and Turkey (Çatalhöyük). The Last House on the Hill – the
ﬁrst project of CoDA and one she is currently directing – is the digital publication of the BACH
(Berkeley Archaeologists @ Çatalhöyük) project at Çatalhöyük. Her current research focuses
on creating database narratives and recombinant histories about the life-histories of people,
places and things and the multisensorial construction of place. This interest in multimedia
grows out of a lifelong passion for music, puppets and cultivating illusions of reality. In another
life she would have been a stage designer and hopes still to become a bee-keeper. All of these
passions are expressed in her volunteering as a production assistant for WePlayers Odyssey on
Angel Island. www.ruthtringham.com
Eileen Tull (Stage Manager) is so happy to be working on her first show with We Players! As
a director, playwright, stage manager, and arts administrator, she has worked with Strange
Angels Theatre, Subterranean Shakespeare, Boxcar Theatre, SF Theater Pub, The Cutting Ball
Theater, the Fringe of Marin, San Leandro Players, and Actor’s Ensemble of Berkeley. This fall,
Eileen will perform an original one woman show at the San Francisco Fringe Festival titled
Jesus, Do You Like Me? Please Mark Yes or No. Many thanks for dedication and inspiration to
Ava, Lauren, Joan, the incomparable production staff, and talented cast.

Ensemble
Julie Douglas (Athena, Mentes, Circe, Ensemble) is so grateful to be a part of this exciting
artistic endeavor with We Players, and not just because it brings together her love of ensemble
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theatre and the outdoors in a total theatrical experience. (continued)

Ιθάκη- Ithaka
The island kingdom of Odysseus
Αιολία- Aiolia
Home of Aelous, king of the winds
Σιρεν- The Siren
The tempts travelers by taking the shape of their desires
Λωτοφάγοι- Land of the Lotos-Eaters
They drink the nectar of the forest in search of
the Great Spirit
Όλυμπος - Olympos
The mountain home of the gods

Ιθάκη- Ithaka

Κύκλωπα - The Cyclops' Cave
The den of Polyphemos, son of Poseidon

Α
ι
α
ι
α- Aiaia

Σπίτι
των
Νεκρών- House of the Dead

σταυροδρό
μι - The Crossroads
The road divides - which way will you go?

τεμένους
Temenos

Σκύλλα
και
Χάρυβδη
Scylla and Charybdis
Take the hero's challenge!
τεμένους- Temenos
Sacred land where weary travelers
may rest

Paved, mostly flat perimeter road
Steep, uneven or gravel road
Stairs
Food provided
Beverages provided

Αιολία- Aiolia

Αιαια- Aiaia
Home of the enchantress Circe

Λωτοφάγοι
Land of the Lotos-Eaters
Σιρεν
The
Ό
λ
υ
μ
π
ο
ς
Siren
Olympos

Σπίτι
των
Νεκρών
House of the Dead
Home of the drifting spirits of the dead
Σιρεν - The Siren
May the one you long for, long for you

Σ
ι
ρ
ε
ν
The Siren

Ωγυγία
Ogygia

σ
τ
α
υ
ρ
ο
δ
ρ
ό
μ
ι
The Crossroads
Σ
κ
ύ
λ
λ
α
κ
α
ι
Χ
ά
ρ
υ
β
δ
η
Scylla and Charybdis

Κ
ύ
κ
λ
ω
π
α
The Cyclops' Cave

Ωγυγία - Ogygia
Home of the goddess Calypso and her nymphs
Ιθάκη - Ithaka
Home. The journey is complete.
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The Odyssey on Angel Island State Park
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